
1\   AXE India  

        ‘Make Your Own Rules’ spoken-word poetry video 

 

THE BRIEF 

Inspiring men to freshen up the air by making their own rules.  

And staying true to them, till the world comes around. 

 

THE IDEA 

The video starts as a regular open-mic poetry session at a popular indoor locale (with 

the 4 influencers as performing artistes), which then transforms into a full-blown 

music video for AXE by the end. Because they go with the flow and make their own 

rules for the poetry session along the way. 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

MAKE YOUR OWN RULES  

 

[Ayushmann Khurana at the stage in normal wear, about to recite his poem] 
 

Yaar feel nahi aa rahi 

Kucchh kar sakte hain? 

Rules badal sakte hain? 

Mike hai khula 

Phir kyu nahi, hawa mein azaadi? 

 

[Ayushmann Khurana quickly slinks into a hip-hop look and starts freestyling] 

Pahuncha main Bollywood by roadie 

Aankhon mein liye stars, aur dil mein popstar. 

Boy next door hai, mard nahi abhi. 

Chorus mein kehte yahi sabhi.  

 

Haara nahin main, bas badle apne rules. 

RJ, VJ, singer, winger, bana maqbool. 

Kabul hai, kabul hai, aur karo experiment. 

Kuchch bhi karo hero, tumhi ho hamaare trend. 

 



[Ayushmann now tags Biswa Kalyan who comes on to the stage and raps freestyle in 
his own way] 

IIT mein tha, mere plans they bade. 

Sunke baatein meri, log yunhi has dete.  

Be a man kehte pehle career bana le. 

 

Banaaya maine career, apne rules bhi banaaye. 

Haste hain aaj bhi, sab milke kehte hain  

You're the man, mujhe aaj comedian kehte hain. 

 

[Biswa tags Nucleya and the action now shifts to a DJ console that he has improvised 
at the venue] 

 

Na idhar ki, na udhar ki 

Hai awaaz tumhaari. 

Yeh music nahi, hai confusion.  

Kehke, meri mardaangi lalkaari. 

 

Yeh confusion nahi, hai yeh fun fusion. 

Kehta mera music, with full tashan. 

Saalon tak koshish thi meri jaari 

Sunke aaj meri, sab kya bolein, fuck that shit!!! 

 

[Nucleya tags Sunil Chhetri who blows his whistle to signal the start of his poetry] 

 

Mard ko dard nahi hota 

Yeh rule bahut suna tha. 

Par dil ki awaaz zyaada tez nikli. 

Logon ne kya kehna tha 

Feelings sahi thi, laakhon ka support milna hi tha. 

 

 



[All four influencers together] 

 

So, the message to our fans is simple. 

 

Log kuchch bhi kahenge. 

Rule sirf yahi hai. 

Lagey raho expression pe. 

Apne best version pe. 

 

 

Mardaangi ka taaza jhonka ho tum. 

Game mein kuchch naya lao. 

Make your own rules man! 

 

AXE 
MAKE YOUR OWN RULES. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

2\   Triumph Motorcycles 
       ‘For The Ride’ digital video 
 
 
FADE IN 
 
Amit Sadh with a GoPro tied to his helmet. 
Film seen from his POV. 
 
SUPERS start rolling 
 
 
Why do I ride? 
 
How does it feel to be a fish gliding through the air? 
 
How does it feel to be dry-cleaned by the spirit of motorcycling? 
 
How does it feel to not feel the urge for social media? 
 



Where does the road begin and end? 
 
Where does the bike end and the rider begin? 
 
If you speed up my heartbeat, will it sound like the tattoo of my bike? 
 
Why does the heart loosen up during travel? 
 
Why can't the world just loosen up a bit? 
 
 
What makes one take the road less taken? 
 
What do you call the feeling of a complete stranger turning into a friend? 
 
The feeling of the stranger within you turning into the man in the mirror. 
 
 
How do you know the ride is done? 
 
How do you know the ride was worth it?  
 
Is it worth making friends you might never see again? 
 
 
Why do I ride? 
 
 
Shot of Amit with a blissed-out look on his face,  
resting against his Triumph Tiger 800 XRX. 
 
 
FADE OUT 
 
 
For answers, book a test ride today. 
 
http://www.triumphmotorcycles.in/bikes/test-ride 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Contd… 

 

 

http://www.triumphmotorcycles.in/bikes/test-ride


3\   SaReGaMa Carvaan 
        Digital brand video concepts 
 

 

A> PUBLIC CARRIER 

 

It's Sunday afternoon. Taapsee Pannu (TP) is in her living room, lazily 

fiddling with the music playlist on her phone. She discovers a song she 

likes, and when she presses the button, boom the song starts playing 

through the Carvaan speaker in her room. 

Suddenly, she gets in the mood, and calls up Kirti Kharbanda (KK) to 

generally catch up. TP invites KK to come over to her place and chill. 

 

Cut to the two of them on TP's couch listening to music and chilling. 

Then KK calls up her friend Kiara Advani (KA) to join them. KA joins them, 

but starts playing her own fave songs through the Bluetooth.  

 

It's evening. There's a trip hop song playing on the Carvaan now. 

TP is seen calling up someone: 'Bhai, long drive ka mann kar raha hai...' 

Suddenly, the trees outside her living room window start moving.  

Turns out, she along with KK and KA have been in her vanity van all along.  

Cut to her vanity van driving through the city and picking up people along 

the way. Who come in and play their own fave songs on the Carvaan 

through USB, Bluetooth and FM. 

 

It's night and we see that her Vanity Van has now become a full-on Party 

Van.  

 

SUPER: Social Networking by Carvaan 

 

 

 

Contd. 



B> DIL KI AWAAZ 

 

Kiara walks on to the set of her latest film. She gives a side-glance at one 

of the crew.  

He is over the moon and 'Khoya khoya chaand' remix from Shaitaan starts 

playing in the background. 

Pan to another crew next to him who she didn't look at. 

Now, a sad song starts playing in the background.  

Pan to Taapsi who looks at her a bit cattily. Song changes to something 

with a catty vibe in the background. 

Pan to Kirti walking on to the set with the hero. She's feeling really happy. 

Song changes to a happy one in the background.  

Pan to the director who looks at all three of them and the song changes to 

'DO I WANNA KNOW?' by Arctic Monkeys. 

Cut to a tight shot of a Carvaan on set, with someone rotating the dial and 

the moods on the display changing from Happy to Sad to Romance to the 

others. 

 

SUPER: WHEN THERE’S MUSIC IN YOUR HEART,  

                     LIFE IS A SONG. 

 

CARVAAN BY SAREGAMA 

LIFE IS A SONG. 

 

-------------------------------- 

 

C> STYLE HAI FREE 

 

The CARVAAN music video is in production.  

The director is giving Kiara final instructions before her shot. 

As the camera rolls, KA finishes her shot and is looking at the director to 

say 'CUT!'.  But, he smiles cheekily and doesn't stop shooting. 



KA realises he's challenging her to improvise something on the spot, 

because she already knows so much about the script and the product 

CARVAAN itself. 

She smiles, thinks for a bit and then starts beatboxing. 

The crew is taken aback, because her beatboxing isn't half-bad.  

TP who is also featuring in the video sees KA beatboxing and is inspired to 

start rapping. 

TP improvises the lyrics on the spot and does a freestyle rap which 

combined with the beatboxing has a really pleasant effect. 

Just then, KK who's also featuring in the video, starts humming a jingle to 

sync with the beats and the rapping. 

The crew look at each other, and join in with a chorus that perfectly syncs 

with the song that KA, TP and KK have just improvised. 

Just then, a pet dog on set also chimes in with its barking, that syncs 

perfectly into the improvised track. 

Cut to a tight shot of a Carvaan on set, with someone rotating the dial and 

the display changing from Moods to Artistes to Geetmala to Bluetooth to 

USB to FM. 

 

SUPER: FREESTYLE MUSIC  

                     FOR FREESTYLE PEOPLE 

 

CARVAAN BY SAREGAMA 

FREESTYLE HOON MAIN. 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

D> THE CARVAAN MUSICAL  

 

TP is seen on the phone at her movie set. 

She gets some good news and her expression instantly changes to happy.  

She disconnects the call and starts playing a happy instrumental song on 

the on-set Carvaan via Bluetooth. 



Just then, a spotboy asks if she'd like a cup of coffee.  

In the mood that she's in, instead of simply replying with a yes or no,  

she breaks into an improvised song that waxes eloquent about coffee and 

its numerous virtues. A song inspired by the songs from the musical 

'Chicago'. 

The crew look at her in awe. 

The spotboy then plays another song on the Carvaan using his own 

Bluetooth. An indirect request to TP to perform another improvised song 

for the crew. She breaks into laughter because the song that the spotboy 

plays is a karaoke for 'Chikni Chameli'. 

 

Cut to a tight shot of the Carvaan on set, with someone rotating the dial  

and the display changing from Moods to Artistes to Geetmala to Bluetooth 

to USB to FM. 

 

SUPER: WHEREVER THE MOMENT TAKES YOU 

 

CARVAAN 

CELEBRATE EVERY MOMENT. 

 

NB: Similar vignette videos apply for KK and KA. 
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